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Film 1: A promotional explainer video on TEEM

Peak Agency helped the Madrid software team with creating a current
product vision. They did this by producing an animated short film which
helped bring to life the value proposition of the software package which
they could test with community owners, inform the development team to
inspire themselves as well as communicate to a wider audience. Using this
initial film as inspiration, the TEEM group ultimately chose to create a new
final pitch movie which can be seen on their website.

The film Peak Agency created tells the story of how TEEM might support
community spaces run by volunteers with a new visual way to get people
involved. It uses an animated sketch-style and storytelling to convey the
problem that community owners have when organizing their communities.
They then present TEEM as a tool to help them better organize their
community spaces as well as discover other projects by other communities.
It does this by presenting a variety of tools such as to-do’s, details, links to
documents and social media to spread the word on each project.

The film can be found here. It did feature on the TEEM home page, yet has
been replaced by a more current version.

This was part of wider support of the TEEM project by Danny Spitzberg,
who helped the Madrid team with user testing and prototyping, a slide deck
to guide a product pivot and a current product vision as seen in the film.
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Film 2: A film promoting P2P Value as a single project

Keith Harrington of Shoestring productions created a video explaining P2P
Value project. The video can be found on the P2P Value website
https://www.p2pvalue.eu. It enables people of non-academic backgrounds
to also be engaged with the material of P2P Value. We also have used
social media to spread the project across our networks.

In this film, we present how the world is driven by commodity trading and
capitalism and then contrasts this with introducing exchange, sharing and
the Commons. It outlines different kinds of Commons that exist and their
benefits including natural (water, genetic) and technology (Wikipedia) and
the principles behind them. This leads into Commons Based Peer
Production and that if we want more Commons innovation we need to
understand how value is created in communities through peer production
and how their members remain motivated.

It outlines three key challenges to expanding the Commons, researching
which institutions and behaviors define successful communities, rules for
good governance and right economic and technical ground work. P2P
Value exists to determine best practices for communities to thrive and
succeed. It goes on to show how P2P Value is also exploring the
motivations of communities if economic payment in not in currency. Which
kinds of reward systems work for different projects and communities?
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The film then introduces the software tools have developed as well as best
practice for public policy makers to introduce guidelines to encourage
innovators in this field. Lastly it points to our web archive to find further
information on P2P Value and associated projects.
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